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ABSTRACT
Anyone in need of a data system today is confronted with
numerous complex options in terms of system architectures,
such as traditional relational databases, NoSQL and NewSQL
solutions as well as several sub-categories like column-stores,
row-stores etc. This overwhelming array of choices makes
bootstrapping data-driven applications difficult and time con-
suming, requiring expertise often not accessible due to cost
issues (e.g., to scientific labs or small businesses). In this
paper, we present the vision of evolutionary data systems
that free systems architects and application designers from
the complex, cumbersome and expensive process of design-
ing and tuning specialized data system architectures that fit
only a single, static application scenario. Setting up an evo-
lutionary system is as simple as identifying the data. As new
data and queries come in, the system automatically evolves
so that its architecture matches the properties of the incom-
ing workload at all times. Inspired by the theory of evolu-
tion, at any given point in time, an evolutionary system may
employ multiple competing solutions down at the low level
of database architectures – characterized as combinations
of data layouts, access methods and execution strategies.
Over time, “the fittest wins” and becomes the dominant ar-
chitecture until the environment (workload) changes. In our
initial prototype, we demonstrate solutions that can seam-
lessly evolve (back and forth) between a key-value store and
a column-store architecture in order to adapt to changing
workloads.
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern Data Systems: Numerous Options - No Sin-
gle Architecture Works. The most characteristic aspect
of a data system is its architecture, which is defined by the
way it stores, accesses and processes data. Over the past five
decades the predominant data model has been the relational
model [12], while the predominant systems architecture has
been what we now call row-stores, i.e., systems that logi-
cally organize data in a tabular form and physically store
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and process data one row of a table at a time [24]. In the
past few years, though, the situation has changed drastically
[1].
Due to advances in technology, we now see a plethora
of new data-driven applications that have different require-
ments compared to traditional applications. As a response,
the research community and industry have designed a plethora
of new data systems architectures to match the new require-
ments.
A fundamental problem is that there is no single data sys-
tems architecture that fits the ever-increasing kinds of data-
driven applications and scenarios.
When in need for a data system, a business, a research lab
or a government organization is confronted with an array of
complex options. For example, one may use a NoSQL solu-
tion, a NewSQL solution or a traditional SQL solution. In
addition, within each category there are several variations
to how we store and access data (e.g., row-stores, column-
stores and hybrids in the SQL solution space). Clearly “one
size does not fit all” when it comes to data systems archi-
tectures [47, 6], but at the same time designing a new data
system from scratch every time we need to support a new
application feature, is not a scalable solution in the long-
term; we do not live in a static world anymore in terms of
application scenarios.
Manual Design and Tuning in Dynamic Environ-
ments. Today we see modern businesses struggling to find
a system architecture that fits their needs, ending up relying
on multiple custom solutions that are difficult and expensive
to deploy, tune and maintain. For example, Facebook uses
nearly a dozen different data systems architectures which
are all slight variations of key-value stores or relational sys-
tems, yet none of those two global architecture designs fits
their needs exactly [41]. In practice, what happens is that
businesses manually strip down all the features they do not
need or they slightly alter other features to tailor-fit them to
their needs, essentially manually implementing the vision of
RISC-style database architectures [11]. This way, the result-
ing system has just enough footprint to avoid all overheads
due to system components or functionalities which are not
necessary for the specific task that it is used for. This may
be OK (for now) for giant organizations but in typical-size
businesses there is usually a shortage of (financial) resources
to invest in designing and maintaining tailored systems to
fit the ever evolving application needs. The same argument
holds in scientific research, which becomes more and more
data-driven. In such contexts, support for tailored systems
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is as limited as resources in general. At the same time, how-
ever, scientific data management needs evolve continuously
[19]. To make things worse, many new kinds of data-driven
applications are characterized by varying workload patterns
and data exploration scenarios [25, 32, 6], which means that
no single architecture works optimally and that we cannot
always anticipate what a good architecture is, as we may
not have enough workload knowledge.
Evolutionary Data Systems. In this way, data systems
architectures become a fundamental bottleneck that will only
become worse as we scale our ability to collect data and or-
ganically grow new data-driven applications.
In this paper, we “attack” the problem at its very core.
We present a vision for next generation data systems that
are not static and monolithic in how they store, access and
process data. The insight is that queries (and in turn appli-
cations) should be able to “organically define” the architec-
ture of the data system they need in the same way that new
applications are organically developed as new technology,
consumer, scientific and business needs evolve.
Inspired by the theory of evolution and past work on adap-
tive database architectures, we present a vision for a new
class of database architectures, evolutionary data systems.
An evolutionary system is not static; it blurs the bound-
aries between prevalent monolithic systems architectures,
NoSQL, NewSQL, SQL as well as their sub-categories, e.g.,
row-stores, column-stores and hybrids. Instead of having to
“lock” an application to a single system architecture, an evo-
lutionary system automatically“takes the shape”of the data
and queries of a given application and continues to evolve
with them.
All one needs to do to use an evolutionary data system is
point to the data and start querying.
At any point in time, multiple competing solutions re-
garding how to store and access data co-exist at the core
of an evolutionary system and then the “fittest wins” while
the system continuously and autonomously mutates, spin-
ning off and testing new combinations of storage and access
patterns as the workload evolves.
Contributions and Outline. In the rest of the paper,
we discuss the vision of evolutionary systems in detail and
present a first design of an evolutionary system that can
seamlessly shift between various storage models such as key-
value stores, column-stores and hybrid systems (Section 2).
Through an early prototype system, we demonstrate that it
is indeed feasible to autonomously transition between dif-
ferent architectures (Section 3). We then present a detailed
road-map of the research challenges towards the full vision of
evolutionary systems (Section 4) and we position evolution-
ary systems with respect to pioneering past work from the
database community that has inspired our vision (Section
5).
2. EVOLUTIONARY DATA SYSTEMS
This section presents the core concepts of our vision and
provides initial ideas on how to tackle some of the most
challenging problems on our way to making evolutionary
systems a reality, including how systems evolve, what hap-
pens when the workload changes, and how the feature set
of an evolutionary system can be extended to spin off new
architectures.
2.1 The Vision
Goals and Motivation. The goal of an evolutionary sys-
tem is to significantly simplify and therefore reduce the cost
of data system design and tuning efforts. Using a data sys-
tem should be as simple as pointing to the data and start
posing queries without worrying about the underlying design
details of storage and access patterns.
The architecture of a data system should not be a contract
carved in stone, locking an application in a single system
architecture that may soon become suboptimal.
When the workload or the requirements of the application
change, we should not need to go through a painful and ex-
pensive process of migrating to a new system. Migrating to
a new system implies at least the following complex steps:
(a) loading all data from scratch into the new system and
its internal data layout, and (b) tuning the new system with
the proper indexes, views and for all its performance knobs.
These steps require expertise and idle time; due to the nu-
merous complex design choices, even for small applications
it may take several weeks or months to reach a good system
set up.
Continuous Evolution. Evolutionary systems remove all
complex design and tuning steps when setting up a data
system, and replace them with a continuous process of mu-
tations and natural selection. Instead of having to lock an
application to a single system, an evolutionary system au-
tomatically “takes the shape” of the data and queries of a
given application and continues to evolve with them.
The design of low-level internals of evolutionary data sys-
tems is inspired (a) by past work of the database community
on adaptive data processing to perform lightweight adapta-
tion actions at the core of the data systems architecture and
(b) by the theory of evolution; At any given point in time,
an evolutionary system may employ multiple competing so-
lutions down at the low level of database architectures, e.g.,
various different data layouts, access methods and execu-
tion strategies. In addition, the system continuously and
seamlessly mutates those solutions as the workload changes,
favoring the one performing best. In this way, instead of
locking an application with a priori, complex and uncertain
decisions to a given architecture, multiple competing archi-
tectures exist in parallel. Over time, “the fittest solution
wins” and becomes the dominant architecture until the en-
vironment (workload) changes.
The process of evolution is not monolithic; a single ap-
plication may end up being served by multiple architectures
depending on the query patterns; Different queries may have
different properties and may benefit by different layout and
access methods. Thus, at any given point in time, part of
the underlying data may be stored in multiple formats to
serve the various architecture instances necessary for the
workload. Based on this combination of randomness (mu-
tations), performance evaluation (selection of the fittest so-
lution) and recombination of existing solutions (crossover),
potentially, every variation of the architecture, small or big,
can form a candidate solution for a given workload. The
more queries arrive, the more the system evolves to reach a
state where the given workload pattern can be served by a
nearly optimal architecture.
Opportunities. Evolutionary data systems open up an ex-
citing new research area that touches every corner of data
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Figure 1: The architecture of an evolutionary data system.
systems architecture design and bring numerous opportuni-
ties to effortlessly map application needs to tailored data
systems architectures. The agility to test any combination
of system components allows the design of truly tailored sys-
tems at the micro-level which is hard to do in a manual way
due to the vast number of possible combinations. Analysis
speed and system footprint are significantly benefited. In
this way, we can also minimize the costs associated with own-
ing a tailored data system which will benefit sciences, small
businesses as well as big businesses with dynamic workload
patterns and evolving requirements.
2.2 Architecture
The architecture of an evolutionary system should be flex-
ible to be able to morph based on the characteristics of the
workload.
Modular Architecture. To make it possible for an evolu-
tionary system to transition between architectures, we pro-
pose a flexible, modular architecture that is made up of sets
of exchangeable components as shown in Figure 1. This is
possible as, down at the low levels of system design, most ar-
chitectures only differ slightly. For example, a storage mod-
ule transitions from a key-value format to a pure column-
store format by breaking the “value” part of each key-value
pair down to its individual properties. Each module comes
with a set of mutation rules that indicate its operation modes.
Using these rules, the system can create and test alternative
architectures by combining the various modules in their dif-
ferent mutations, while a system designer can extend the sys-
tem by adding mutation rules to existing modules or whole
new modules. Figure 1 shows examples of such modules and
how they fit in the global architecture; we discuss about
modules in more detail below.
Storage Modules. A storage module is responsible for a
specific data part and initiates mutations if and only if the
respective data is touched by one or more queries. Stor-
age modules mutate with a goal to reach physical layout
transformations that co-locate data which is used together
in queries (and to avoid mixing it with data which is not
touched by the same set of queries). This minimizes data
transfers through the memory hierarchy. As shown in the
lower right part of Figure 1, a single storage module may
have multiple active mutations (storage layouts in this case)
for the same data parts depending on the requested access
patterns, while more candidate mutations are possible and
are waiting to be tested.
Storage Engine. The storage engine is responsible for
managing the underlying data structures and decides, based
on the workload, how to store data for different candidate
solutions. Essentially, the storage engine is a collection of
storage modules, each one working independently to opti-
mize storage patterns for its data. Unless the storage engine
is explicitly initialized (e.g., by providing a set of queries),
data will be kept in it’s original format until it is needed.
This might be flat CSV files, JSON, XML or any other for-
mat. The total number of modules in a storage engine may
vary depending on the workload. In a vanilla engine, the
first storage modules are born when the first queries arrive.
These storage modules contain the requested data only. As
the workload and the system evolve, any storage module
may (recursively) split into two new modules if the access
patterns required for parts of its data diverge or it may du-
plicate itself (essentially replicating the respective data) to
support different storage patterns for the same data at the
same time. In addition, as new queries access previously un-
touched data, new storage modules are created to provide
support for these data parts.
Access Modules. An access module operates on top of
a storage module to perform specific tasks (scans, aggre-
gations, etc.) on the data and can take different shapes
depending on the workload. For example, an access mod-
ule performing a scan-select may mutate in several ways: it
may or may not use predication, it may spill out interme-
diate results in a tuple format, in a columnar format or in
some hybrid format, it may decide to process only a small
batch of data at a time, or consume its whole input in one go
before pushing results to the next component in the query
plan, etc. An example of an access module is shown in the
middle right part of Figure 1. Similarly to storage modules,
several active mutations (access patterns in this case) co-
exist and compete in an access module, while several more
possible mutations are waiting to be tested.
Execution Engine. The execution engine manages the
available access modules, and enables seamless transforma-
tions between mutations of these modules via an internal
mutation engine. At any given time, multiple variations of
the same access module might exist to serve different parts
of the data. To minimize the system’s footprint, mutations
of access modules are created on demand via on-the-fly code
generation and linking.
Evolutionary Optimizer. An evolutionary system still
needs a component to make certain decisions and schedule
mutations. An evolutionary optimizer plays this role and
is responsible for prioritizing the choices we discussed in
the previous paragraphs. There are a number of differences
though compared to a traditional optimizer in state-of-the-
art data systems. An evolutionary optimizer does not need
to be a single central component that has a holistic view and
knowledge about the system. For example, each machine
employed can locally perform its own optimization and spin
off new architectures if this may create better results. In ad-
dition, an evolutionary optimizer does not necessarily need
to come up with a single choice believed to be optimal, as it
can always spin off new architectures and let them “fight” if
the decision is a tight one.
Survival of the Fittest. In order to evolve the system
design to better fit a given workload, an evolutionary sys-
tem continuously generates and evaluates alternative archi-
tecture and design solutions. Architectures that show more
promising performance results are favored and function as
blueprints for new architectures that replace less perfor-
mant solutions. The metric that defines which solution is
best can be a configurable parameter as different applica-
tions have different requirements. The standard metric is
response time for individual queries, latency, and through-
put for a sequence of queries (how many queries can the
system serve within a time unit). However, the evolution
process is orthogonal to the specific metric. For example,
certain applications might be willing to sacrifice a bit in
terms of response time or throughput, if that translates to
significant savings in energy costs or they might be willing
to operate only within specific energy cost boundaries. An
interesting approach is to incorporate application-level feed-
back to rate the behavior of specific requests/queries; the
evolutionary data system can then use this feedback to rank
the candidate solutions.
Managing Mutations. Mutations, random variations of
existing solutions, represent one of the core concepts of evo-
lutionary systems. Over the life time of a system, muta-
tions generate new candidate solutions based on the fittest
solutions of a generation and replace solutions with worse
performance. As mutations are inherently random, we will
also consider system architectures with so fine-tuned spe-
cialization in terms of the combined options that a normal
monolithic system would not consider except for a rock solid
case that becomes a major market need.
Despite the essential role of randomness, an evolutionary
system can be flexible enough to take input from simple
cost models in order to provide a hybrid solution which also
learns from the current state-of-the-art on data systems de-
sign or from knowledge that the research community devel-
ops in the future. Cost models can give a rough indication
on the space of mutations that can be first considered for a
given query or set of queries, minimizing the search space,
and casting such hybrid random choice/deterministic model
solutions as an attractive research path for quickly finding
good solutions during the evolution process.
Updates and Streaming. New data or updates arriving
at rapid rates is one of the characteristics of many mod-
ern data-driven scenarios. Evolutionary systems handle new
data by placing it in the cold data section of the storage en-
gine (Figure 1). If relevant queries arrive, the respective
storage modules will mutate the data to the appropriate
format to match the required access pattern. Updates on
existing and already mutated data need to affect the stor-
age modules directly. Since such data may exist in multiple
mutations, more than one copy of the data may exist and
may have to be updated, favoring solutions that incremen-
tally and dynamically update data parts only if needed, i.e.,
only if a relevant query arrives. Furthermore, the pace of
evolution in specific data parts can adjust depending on the
query and update frequency on these data parts.
The Cost of Evolution. Enabling seamless transforma-
tions is the most critical challenge for evolutionary systems.
Most times, transformation requires data replication and re-
organization to enable the optimizations of the new architec-
ture. The challenge is to minimize, I/O costs, cache misses,
CPU costs and memory footprint as well as to exploit any
opportunities for sharing across architectures. For example,
to create N new data formats for a specific data partition,
the system can minimize costs by reading this data only once
through the memory hierarchy while producing all desirable
formats in one go. In addition, data transitions do not need
to happen in big monolithic steps. A query can trigger a
transition only for the data it touches, leaving the task of
transitioning the rest of the data to future queries. Thus, as
shown in Figure 1, transformations are a central part of the
execution engine itself, as opposed to becoming a component
which is build on top of a traditional engine.
3. PROOF OF CONCEPT
In this section, we discuss early results of our proof of
concept of an evolutionary data system. We show that the
combination of mutations and natural selection is sufficient
to continuously adapt a data system to meet the needs of a
dynamic workload.
Storage and Access Modules. Our evolutionary data
system prototype contains storage and access modules that
can mimic the behavior of a pure column-store, a key-value
store as well as that of hybrids. Each storage module is
responsible for a horizontal part of the data and can, re-
garding storage patterns, mutate across the whole design
space of the options above. It may store data as key-value
pairs or it may split the value part all the way to its individ-
ual properties to mimic a pure column-store. In addition, it
may split the value of each key-value pair into any combina-
tion of properties, effectively creating hybrid layouts. Access
modules are tailored to access each storage module with the
proper code depending on the storage layout to minimize
instruction misses and cache misses.
Mutations and Selection of the Fittest. For every in-
coming query, the system chooses one active solution (com-
bination of storage and access patterns) of the current popu-
lation to answer the query. As more queries arrive, all active
solutions in the current population will be tested. The exe-
cution engine continuously observes the performance of the
system on the incoming queries (response time) and, pe-
riodically, induces the evolutionary process as outlined in
Algorithm 1; In a process of natural selection, the system
eliminates X% of the solutions in the current population
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Figure 2: Evolving Across Architectures.
(Line 2), and generates a set of new random mutations of
the surviving layouts (Line 3 + 4). Together, the mutations
and the surviving layouts form the new population, i.e., the
layouts and access patterns of the next generation.
Algorithm 1 High-Level Natural Selection Algorithm
1: procedure Evolve(current gen, perf stats, pop size)
2: parents← SelectParents(current gen, perf stats)
3: next gen← GeneratePopulation(parents, pop size)
4: new gen← Mutate(parents, next gen)
5: return new gen
6: end procedure
Setup. We demonstrate results on a 8-Core 2.7 Ghz In-
tel Xeon E5 with 64GB of main memory. The setup is as
follows. At first, we create 16GB of main-memory resident
data that is initially generated and stored as key-value pairs,
where the corresponding value part of each key contains 7
properties, stored as a consecutive payload. All properties
are initialized with random integer values. Keys are stored
as a separate column. Queries access several key-value pairs
and may be interested in all properties of a key-value pair
or only in a subset of them. Each query performs a series
of scans and aggregations on one or more properties of each
key-value pair. In this example the system uses a fixed pop-
ulation size of 4 candidate solutions, while in each phase,
it eliminates 50% of them and replaces them with random
mutations of the surviving ones.
Evolving Across Architectures. Figure 2 shows how
our evolutionary prototype continuously evolves to reach the
optimal layout when confronted with a series of evolving
queries. Each phase of the query workload contains a ran-
dom set of queries that touch a given set of combinations of
properties of the key-value pairs. In Phase 1, queries need
all properties while in subsequent workload phases queries
work on subsets of the properties in key-value pairs. The
queries have different selectivities, which trigger a variety of
data layout decisions. This means that there is an optimal
storage layout and access pattern which contains physical
representations of all combinations of properties as they are
accessed in the query workload. The graph shows four curves
(Candidate A-D), which represent the performance of the
system (CPU cycles), as the set of solutions evolves through
mutations, forming new generations (x-axis). The solutions
are ranked; Candidate A represents the fittest solution in
each generation while Candidate D shows the performance
of the worst solution. Figure 2 shows that starting from
the original key-value storage and access pattern (Phase 1 ),
the system steadily evolves once the workload changes (as
of Phase 2 ), i.e., the fittest solution becomes continuously
faster, eventually reaches the optimal performance and then
stays stable. The optimal performance is taken by manu-
ally creating the perfect storage layout and access patterns.
Adjustment of storage and access patterns is achieved by
always trying out new mutations. Due to natural selection,
new mutations that outperform the previous fittest solution,
will take its place and replace it in the next system genera-
tion.
Summary. Overall the experiment demonstrates a promis-
ing behavior to adapt the architecture and core components
of a data system on-the-fly. Other than the brief analysis
shown here, several more metrics and details are of interest
which we omit in this version of the paper due to space re-
strictions, e.g, population size, the number of solutions that
are eliminated in each round, whether each single query runs
on one or more candidate solutions in parallel, as well as se-
lectivity and concurrent queries.
4. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Realizing the vision of evolutionary database systems opens
up a vast research space and requires rethinking of how data-
base systems are structured and components interact with
one another. In this section, we outline several areas for
future investigations as well as opportunities to rethink ex-
isting concepts and solutions.
Tailored Architectures. Over the last decades, database
systems research has yielded a heterogeneous set of data
management models and techniques, ranging from key-value
stores to highly complex transactional systems. The main
trend is that new models are treated as separate systems in-
stead of different manifestations of shared components even
though the actual differences of these systems are not dras-
tic. One of the most important reasons for this trend is
that a new system needs to support only the new func-
tionality and design and implement it in a way that fits
the new model exactly to get the best possible performance
as opposed to a generic system that does many things well
but none great. Evolutionary systems bring the opportu-
nity to create such tailored architectures in an autonomous
way with minimal human input. By being able to spin off
and test numerous architectures that otherwise would be
impossible (or extremely expensive and time consuming) to
create manually, evolutionary systems represent a promising
path to handle the deluge of data-driven applications with
continuously evolving requirements. There is a plethora of
research challenges in this direction including rich languages
to describe modules, mutation rules and fitness metrics. In
addition, developing standard APIs for modules to interact
and enabling seamless addition of new modules are needed
to be able to easily enrich an existing system.
Cloud-Computing and Distributed Databases. Even
though the basic concept of evolutionary database systems
is applicable to nearly all types of runtime environments,
cloud computing provides a particularly interesting setting.
As most cloud providers significantly overprovision their in-
frastructure in order to serve peak hours [10], idle resources
during off-peak can be used to execute queries on multiple
candidate solutions in parallel. This way alternative solu-
tions can be directly compared with each other without af-
fecting the overall query response time.
Another interesting research direction is to explore how evo-
lutionary systems can be leveraged to dynamically scale da-
tabases across multiple nodes. In this context, evolutionary
concepts could form the bases for work distribution, frag-
mentation and allocation algorithms. Further, the inherited
replication of the evolutionary approach brings data redun-
dancy at no extra cost.
Adaptation to Hardware. Evolutionary systems bring
opportunities in dealing with diverse and evolving hardware.
An evolutionary system ranks a candidate architecture by
its performance, i.e., by the end result, which allows testing
of diverse solutions and making decisions based on perfor-
mance as opposed to strictly based on complex tuning pa-
rameters. Given the inherent and increasing complexity of
diverse hardware, evolutionary systems can simplify match-
ing of design solutions to hardware by being able to auto-
matically test a large number of candidate solutions. This
property is especially important in cloud settings and other
big infrastructures with diverse hardware, where choosing
a single architecture for the whole infrastructure leads to
suboptimal performance for part of the machines. An evo-
lutionary system, on the other hand, can choose a different
solution for each machine as it can spin off multiple different
architectures.
Evolutionary Database Kernels. The design of evolu-
tionary kernels provides numerous opportunities for innova-
tion. Essentially all components of database systems and
all design decisions can be subject to evolution, i.e., testing
multiple competing solutions and spinning off new combi-
nations of design solutions continuously. Fundamental and
traditional features such as concurrency control, auxiliary
data structures as well as query plan generation can all be
reconsidered in the presence of an evolutionary engine. For
example, a query optimizer could automatically evolve its
cost model to become more accurate or automatically de-
velop rules to determine which set of replicated data should
be used. In addition, important questions include how prop-
erties like population size and selectivity affect the speed and
outcome of the evolutionary process and how this knowl-
edge can be used to automatically configure evolutionary
data systems for use on a specific machine. Furthermore,
given the drastically different architecture and feature set of
evolutionary systems, new benchmarking techniques will be
required to stress test the core components of such systems.
5. RELATEDWORK
Evolutionary systems draw inspiration from numerous ar-
eas and pioneering work in database architectures. Here we
position evolutionary systems with respect to this past work
and highlight the new opportunities. Due to space restric-
tions, we only refer to the most relevant areas in this version
of the paper.
Auto-tuning in Data Systems. To ease the process of
tuning and setting up data systems the research community
came up with auto-tuning tools [2]. Most of the recent work
focuses on offline tools or periodic online analysis that guide
the physical design process. Auto-tuning in database sys-
tems can be considered as the first effort to adapt a database
architecture in an automated way. Evolutionary systems ex-
tend these concepts in that they (a) evolve not only on local
variations of a single architecture but across architectures
and (b) provide a way to perform all those actions with-
out external human control or design and without workload
knowledge.
Hybrid Systems. A series of pioneering projects have
proposed ideas where the storage layout blends properties
from more than one micro-architectures resulting in hybrid
systems [45, 5, 23, 20, 3]. Past work mainly focuses to
proposing hybrids between the two global relational layouts,
column-stores and row-stores. Evolutionary systems push
these ideas further by bringing the opportunity to adapt and
evolve across different architectures (not just column-stores
and row-stores). By relying on a fully automated evolution-
ary process they also bring the opportunity to create sys-
tems that fit a new application exactly by testing numerous
combinations of alternative architectures.
Adaptive Data Systems Architectures. Recent research
has proposed solutions to overcome the problem of static,
data-independent decisions, by providing several levels of
workload adaptivity. Such work includes ideas that try to
increase performance by dynamically optimizing query plans
based on data properties [7, 9, 38], as well as by adaptively
building auxiliary data structures such as indexes [27, 43,
28, 42, 34, 48, 22, 18, 29, 31, 17] and techniques to adap-
tively load data from flat files [26, 4]. Another recent stream
of work in adaptive processing is the idea of on-the-fly code
generation of system components to fit the workload’s data
and requests exactly [40] and to create kernels that adapt
to provide interactive exploration [30]. In contrast to past
work on adaptive database architectures, which has focused
on solving local tuning problems within a single database
architecture in order to cope with dynamic workloads, evo-
lutionary systems push these ideas further by bringing the
opportunity to adapt across several architectures as well as
to synthesize new variations of architectures; they enable
testing of more fine-grained combinations of the various sys-
tem components, thus also raising new opportunities on how
to design future data systems.
Multi-store Systems andMulti-purpose Engines. Mul-
tiple approaches have been proposed to deal with the in-
creasing system architectures diversity. RodentStore [13] en-
visions a hybrid system which lets users define data layouts
by means of a declarative language. The idea of LegoBase
[35] takes this one step further by proposing that the whole
engine should be designed in a declarative way. Another
stream of work proposes to create “wrapper systems” that
operate multiple underlying systems in parallel and navigate
the queries and data to the proper system, e.g., [36, 21, 15,
46], while another vision suggests that data should be kept
in a flexible format within a single system and materialize
multiple views depending on what the requirements of the
application are [16]. Finally, there has also been work on
querying multiple systems that support different languages
[33]. These lines of work are the most relevant to our vi-
sion as they are all motivated by similar problems and goals.
They are complementary, though, to the approach they take
and to the opportunities they bring. Evolutionary systems
propose the unique vision of adopting the concept of evo-
lution in database architectures and bring the opportunity
to automatically synthesize tailored architectures with just
enough functionality and footprint to match new applica-
tions.
Genetic Algorithms and Autonomous Systems. In
other areas of computer science, the concept of evolution has
inspired pioneering work, such as evolutionary algorithms
[8] in artificial intelligence. The concepts of evolution in
database architectures bring several unique challenges that
are intrinsic to the art of designing database architectures
and data-driven application scenarios. In particular, when
dealing with data and access methods in data-driven appli-
cations, a system has to serve running queries as quickly as
possible while any actions on the data can be very costly,
depending where the data lives in the memory hierarchy.
In fact, the vision of systems that can evolve has been as
old as computer science itself. John von Neumann wrote
exciting texts about systems that can automatically create
new systems without human supervision [39]. We see our
work as a stepping stone in this direction in the context of
systems for data analytics.
6. SUMMARY
Evolutionary systems represent a radically new way to
think about data systems architectures where all design and
optimization choices can be settled via an evolutionary pro-
cess without human intervention. This brings numerous op-
portunities towards systems that can be automatically fine-
tuned to fit new and evolving application requirements and
with just enough systems footprint. A few first steps in
this direction have happened for key-value stores [14], ligth-
weight indexing [44] and join processing [37].
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